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Any sensory strategies that prey take to avoid eavesdropping predators will depend on

the behavioral decisions of eavesdroppers. As these decisions are guided by the sensory

processing of communication signals, accurate measurements of sensorimotor output

will provide insights into signal preferences, parameters evaluated for signal recognition,

and the perceptual and cognitive capacity of receivers. A number of techniques have

been proposed for measuring walking phonotaxis (and taxis behavior more generally).

Consistent limitations of such measures are (1) that some animals cannot discriminate

alternative signals when they occur simultaneously (i.e., overlapping in the spectral and

temporal domain), or (2) some animals respond with low selectivity to stimuli presented

in isolation, and (3) identifying appropriate dimensions of response variability is not

straightforward. Here we document an approach to develop a sensitive phonotaxis

performance index to quantify pulse rate selectivity in two distinct populations of the

acoustic parasitoid fly Ormia ochracea. Using a spherical treadmill to measure tethered

walking phonotaxis, we examined the ability of flies to track a switch in the broadcast

location of test songs with varying pulse-rates. By applying an information-theoretic

approach, we identified a set of response parameters that best predict a previously

described pulse-rate preference. These parameters were incorporated into an index to

describe temporal pattern selectivity during walking phonotaxis. Our study also revealed

that in Floridian Ormia ochracea, the pulse rate preference function is not affected by the

locomotor mode (walking vs. flying) used in phonotaxis. Furthermore, we describe for

the first time, pulse rate selectivity in Californian Ormia ochracea. Both populations have

pulse rate preference functions with peak selectivity between 50 and 60 Pulses/s (pps).

Previous studies demonstrating natural differences in host song preferences (Floridian

O. ochracea preferring Gryllus rubens and Californian O. ochracea preferring Gryllus

lineaticeps calling songs) may be based on other temporal parameters aside from pulse

rate. Finally, we discuss the advantages and limitations of our approach in quantifying

signal selectivity. This approach can be applied broadly to study signal preferences

in other acoustic parasitoid flies and potentially other eavesdroppers that exhibit taxis

behaviors in response to the communication signals of prey.

Keywords: sound localization, song recognition, no-choice paradigm, phonotaxis index, signal preference,

tethered walking phonotaxis
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INTRODUCTION

Acoustic communication is widespread in anurans and
orthopteran insects (Gerhardt and Huber, 2002). In the context
of reproduction, signalers (usually males) produce acoustic
signals to advertise to potential mates (Andersson, 1994). As
mate choice decisions of intended receivers are often based on
assessing conspicuous advertisement signals, these signals are
often subject to strong sexual selection tomatch the psychological
landscape of receivers (Guilford and Dawkins, 1991; Wagner,
1998; Miller and Bee, 2012). At the same time, unintended
receivers may eavesdrop on the same advertisement signals to
locate potential prey or hosts (Cade, 1975; Tuttle and Ryan,
1981; Zuk and Kolluru, 1998). Such eavesdroppers can impose
selective pressure for signals to be cryptic or for signalers to
adopt alternative behavioral strategies (Zuk and Kolluru, 1998).

Signalers may adopt a number of strategies to avoid
eavesdropping by untended receivers. Some of these strategies
include changing the spectral and temporal characteristics of
communication signals (Lloyd and Wing, 1983; Zuk et al.,
1993; Morris et al., 1994; Rotenberry et al., 1996), signaling
less often (Morris, 1980; Tuttle and Ryan, 1982; Tuttle et al.,
1982; Belwood andMorris, 1987), producing less complex signals
(Tuttle and Ryan, 1982), adopting a different communication
channel (Belwood and Morris, 1987; Morris et al., 1994),
advertising within a chorus (Walker, 1969), and “whispering”
to intended receivers (Nakano et al., 2008). Since the behavioral
decisions of eavesdroppers are guided by the sensory processing
of communication signals, understanding the causes, and
consequences of these evasive strategies will depend on sensitive
methods for measuring behavior in eavesdroppers.

In acoustically orienting eavesdroppers, investigators can use
phonotaxis studies (oriented locomotor responses to sound)
that exploit the natural behavioral repertoire of animals to
elucidate signal function, information conveyed in signals, and
whether a signal is recognized or preferred. There are two
general approaches to measuring behavioral preference functions
for advertisement signals. The first is to measure the relative
attractiveness of two or more signal variants when these are
presented simultaneously in a choice paradigm; the second is to
quantify the attractiveness of each signal variant when presented
alone in a no-choice paradigm, often using a composite measure
of phonotaxis (i.e., a performance index). Choice paradigms have
been a common strategy to test for discrimination of signals that
differ in the relative attractiveness or the role of signals used to
facilitate species recognition (Popov and Shuvalov, 1977; Ryan,
1980; Doherty, 1985; Gerhardt and Doherty, 1988; Scheuber
et al., 2004). However, in some experimental situations, animals
are unable to evaluate small signal differences when confronted
with multiple simultaneous signals (Gerhardt, 1982). In these
situations, one can adopt a no-choice paradigm and transform
a dichotomous outcome into a graded response measure that can
describe the strength of preferences and preference functions for
different stimuli (Wagner, 1998).

A number of indices have been proposed that incorporate
some or all of the following response parameters: response
probability, response latency, duration to reach a sound source,

distance traveled, meander in walking path, and accuracy
(angular orientation and error) (Von Helversen, 1984; Schul
et al., 1998; Bush et al., 2002; Schul and Bush, 2002; Bee, 2007).
However, the inclusion of specific parameters incorporated
in phonotaxis performance indices is rarely justified and the
approach to the development of indices is often omitted in
the literature. Furthermore, a number of considerations make
these approaches difficult to interpret and compare. Response
probabilities or latencies can vary with source detectability
or motivation to respond (or both) (Bush et al., 2002; Schul
and Bush, 2002). Different species may have more direct vs.
meandering paths during phonotaxis, making measures based
on response duration, distance, or accuracy difficult to compare
(Rheinlaender et al., 1979; Rheinlaender and Blatgen, 1982;
Schul et al., 1998; Bee, 2007). Differences or ratios comparing
responses to reference and test signals can be combined to derive
a standardized phonotaxis performance index (Schul, 1998).
These measures of phonotaxis are most accurate at capturing
large differences in the path length of walking responses that
may be specific to the zig-zag approach in localizing a stationary
sound source. In animals that localize sound sources with more
direct walking paths, finer variation in signal preferences may not
be captured.

The acoustic parasitoid fly Ormia ochracea is known for its
ability to localize sound sources with extreme accuracy. This
hyperacute directional hearing allows for walking phonotactic
responses to be more direct and with less meander (Mason et al.,
2005; Lee et al., 2009). Ormia ochracea have evolved directionally
sensitive ears for the sole purpose of eavesdropping on the
calling songs of field crickets to locate suitable host crickets for
the development of their larvae (Cade, 1975). Upon detecting
cricket calling songs, gravid female O. ochracea perform flying
(Cade, 1975;Walker, 1993;Müller and Robert, 2001) and walking
phonotaxis (Mason et al., 2001, 2005; Lee et al., 2009) to cricket
calling songs. After arriving in close proximity to crickets, O.
ochracea deposit first-instar planidia (larvae) that burrow into
crickets to feed on fat body and muscle tissue for development
(Cade, 1975; Wineriter and Walker, 1990; Adamo et al., 1995).

Ormia ochracea occur in several geographic regions in the
United States including Florida, Texas, California, Hawaii, and
elsewhere (Gray et al., 2007). Most studies have used sound
traps in the field to examine the relative attractiveness of
songs that differ in duration or duty cycle, rather than specific
temporal features underlying song recognition (Wagner, 1996;
Zuk and Kolluru, 1998; Gray and Cade, 1999; Wagner and
Basolo, 2007). These studies generally show that O. ochracea
prefer louder songs, with longer chirps at higher chirp rates
(Wagner, 1996; Zuk et al., 1998; Gray and Cade, 1999; Wagner
and Basolo, 2007). Calling songs are species-specific and differ
mostly in the temporal patterning of sound pulses (Gerhardt
and Huber, 2002). The fine-scale temporal patterning of sound
pulses can differ based on the duration of sound pulses and
intervals between sound pulses. Pulse durations and intervals
can vary by different amounts to result in songs that vary
in duty cycle. Which of these specific temporal parameters
are evaluated for species recognition and whether or not
different populations of O. ochracea evaluate the same temporal
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parameters are poorly understood. Such signal preferences
in eavesdroppers will depend on how their sensory system
processes and perceives communication signals. Thus, a complete
understanding of how eavesdroppers contribute to shaping the
evolution of communication signals will require some knowledge
of the perceptual capacity and sensory mechanisms underlying
behavioral decisions that determine host selectivity.

In this Methods paper, we describe an approach to develop
a phonotaxis performance index sensitive to response variation
with less meander relative to the source location. We adapt a
no-choice paradigm previously used to study song recognition
in field crickets (Weber et al., 1981; Thorson et al., 1982). In
this approach, a song model is initially broadcast from one
location and subsequently switched to a second location midway
through broadcast. The switch in song broadcast location has
the potential to capture response variation underlying signal
preferences with high sensitivity because animals are forced to
actively alter their course of phonotaxis to follow an attractive
source to a new location. This allows us to determine whether
the rate and accuracy of a switch in orientation depends on
specific signal parameters.We also provide the first description of
pulse rate selectivity in a population of Californian O. ochracea.
By using the “source-location tracking” paradigm, we quantify a
number of response parameters that vary with stimulus pulse-
rate. We incorporate these response features into a newly derived
phonotaxis performance index. Preference functions based on
this index are a goodmatch with simultaneous choice trials in the
field (Walker, 1993), and this method revealed that O. ochracea
are more selective after they initiate a phonotactic response. Flies
discriminated pulse-rate more strongly when they re-oriented
to a novel stimulus location than in their initial responses,
suggesting an attentional effect contributes to source localization
in O. ochracea.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Experiments were conducted on lab-reared gravid female O.
ochracea derived from a population originally collected in
Gainesville FL and in Thousand Oaks, CA. Flies were maintained
in environmentally controlled chambers (Power Scientific, Inc.,
Model DROS52503, Pipersville, PA) at 25◦ C and 75% humidity
on a 12 h:12 h light: dark regime and fed nectar solution (The
Birding Company, Yarmouth, MA) ad libitum.

Acoustic Conditions
All experiments were conducted in an acoustically-dampened
sound chamber (Wenger Soundlok, USA) at St. Olaf College,
Northfield, Minnesota. The standard song, modeled after the
natural calling song [mean of 58.6 pulses/s (pps), variance not
reported inWalker (1998)] ofGryllus rubens found in the autumn
in Florida (Walker, 1998), was a trill constructed from 5 kHz
tone sound pulses that were 10ms in duration with 1ms on/off
cosine squared ramps. Each sound pulse was separated by a 10ms
interpulse interval and repeated at 50 pps for a total duration of
1 s. Pulse rate preferences were examined with test songs that
ranged from 10 to 100 pps in 10 pps increments (Figure 1A).

Songs that differed in pulse rates were constructed by adjusting
pulse durations and interpulse intervals in equal portions to
maintain a constant 50% duty cycle. All test songs were 1 s
in duration.

Acoustic stimuli were synthesized in Matlab (R2018a, The
MathWorks Inc., USA) with custom software and converted
to analog signals using National Instruments hardware (NI
USB-6251, 44100Hz), amplified (Crown XLS1002 Drive Core 2,
USA) and broadcast through silk-dome tweeters (1–1/8 Dayton
Audio Classic Series DC28FS-8, USA) situated at −45◦ (left)
and +45◦ (right) relative to the midline of the flies (Figure 1B).
Sound levels were controlled with programmable attenuators
(Tucker Davis Technologies System 3 PA5, USA) and calibrated
at the location of the fly using a probe microphone (B&K Type
4182, Denmark) connected to a sound level meter (B&K Type
2250, Denmark).

The level of each speaker was calibrated at the position of the
fly to 75 dB SPL (re 20 µPa). Test songs varied in pulse rates
(see above). A single standard song that switched in broadcast
location was used as the “50 pps” test song. During test song
presentations, only one speaker was active at a time.

Experimental Protocol
For each experimental subject, we recorded responses as follows.
Presentation commenced with a standard song from the left
speaker, followed by a presentation of the standard song from
the right speaker (or in reverse order) to ensure that flies were
motivated to respond. A test song was then broadcast from one
speaker for 500ms and switched to the other speaker for the
remaining 500ms of presentation. This was followed by 30 s
of silence before another test song was presented. The next
stimulus presentation was a randomly selected test song. Both the
sequence of test songs and the order of first speaker presentation
were randomized across flies. Five responses for each test song
were collected from Floridian O. ochracea while one response for
each test song was collected from Californian O. ochracea. The
entire experimental series (i.e., as above for all test songs), was
followed by another two presentations of the standard song (one
from each speaker), to allow us to measure any changes in overall
responsiveness during the course of the experiment.

Spherical Treadmill
Behavioral measurements were made from tethered flies
performing walking phonotaxis on a high-resolution treadmill
system situated equidistant (25 cm) from the two test speakers
(Figure 1). Data collection by the treadmill systemwas controlled
by custom Matlab software (StimProg V6) that interfaced with
the National Instruments data acquisition system to ensure
synchronous sound presentation and data capture. The treadmill
system consists of a light-weight table tennis ball held afloat
above a modified optical mouse sensor (ADNS 2620, Avago
Technologies, USA) by a constant airstream. Walking responses
were transduced as rotations of the treadmill that actuated the
optical mouse sensor to record changes in x and y pixel units at
a sampling rate of 2160Hz (Lott et al., 2007). Pixel units were
calibrated to actual walking distances by measuring displacement
of points on the ball in high-speed video footage (Chronos 1.3
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FIGURE 1 | Acoustic stimuli and experimental arrangement. (A) Acoustic

stimuli used in phonotaxis experiments were 1 s in duration. Test songs varied

in pulse rates by changing the pulse duration and interval between pulses in

equal amounts to achieve a 50% duty cycle. The 50 pulses/s and 70 pulses/s

songs were used as the standard (reference) song in testing responses from

Floridian and Californian Ormia ochracea, respectively. (B) Flies were tethered

and held on top of the spherical treadmill system at a fixed position 25 cm

away from the left and right speakers. Left and right speakers were positioned

at −45◦ and +45◦ relative to the midline axis of the fly. Rotations of the

treadmill in the forward direction is registered as positive y values while

rotations to the right is registered as positive x values and these values can be

used to reconstruct virtual walking trajectories.

Highspeed Camera, 1,000 frames per second, Krontech, Canada)
that was synchronized to pixel data from the treadmill system.
We also calibrated the responses of the treadmill for rotational
movements by attaching the spindle of a small DC motor at the
position of the fly. Pure rotation around the vertical axis of the
treadmill generates a straight trajectory at 90◦ to the left or right
(depending on the direction of rotation). Previous work (Mason
et al., 2005) has verified that for tethered flies responding to a
sound source at 90◦ azimuth, treadmill responses are similar to
trajectories of freely walking flies.

Flies were presented with attractive stimuli that switched in
the broadcast location. The virtual walking trajectory depicted
in Figure 2A show changes in x and y values throughout the
duration of data capture. Before stimulus onset, flies started at
a value of 0 cm in the x and y directions. After stimulus onset,
flies responded with a 64± 3.4ms (mean± sem) and cumulative
walking distance increased rapidly during stimulus presentation.
The rate of change in cumulative distance decreased shortly after
stimulus offset, but continued to increase beyond the duration of
data capture (Figure 2B). When presented with the preferred 50
pps cricket song from the left speaker for the first 500ms and then
subsequently from the right speaker for the remaining 500ms of
broadcast, virtual walking trajectories indicate that flies initially
walked left and transitioned to the right (Figures 2A,C).

Designing a New Phonotaxis Index
To develop an index that captures signal selectivity, we quantified
a range of phonotactic walking parameters and examined how
they varied with song pulse-rate. Measured features included:
total walking distance during the 1.5 s of data capture; response
latencies (time between stimulus onset and first detected change
in distance); peak and mean forward and steering velocities to
each broadcast location (change in x or y over time, respectively);
mean angular heading and error in angular orientation to each
broadcast location. The instantaneous angular heading (theta)
was determined by converting Cartesian x and y values to polar
coordinates by computing the inverse tangent of y divided by
x [instantaneous angular heading = arctan(y/x)]. The error in
angular orientation was calculated as the difference between the
instantaneous angular headings in response to test songs and the
mean angular heading to the standard song (reference condition).

To identify response parameters that are most informative of
pulse-rate preference, we applied Peng and colleague’s Python
implementation of max-relevance min-redundancy analysis
(mRMR) (Peng et al., 2005). This analysis maximizes feature
relevance while minimizing feature redundancy. The mRMR
analysis selects features based on their mutual information with
a previously established pulse rate preference (Walker, 1993).
Response features sharing greater mutual information are better
predictors of the pulse-rate preference and are rated as more
important provided that they add new information that is not
already captured by other features.

Following mRMR (Table 1), we applied a follow-up mutual
information analysis to rank candidate phonotaxis indices for
suitability in describing pulse rate preferences (Table 2). This
analysis resulted in the selection of one index consisting of
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FIGURE 2 | Response features measured from the spherical treadmill system. All data shown are derived from Floridian Ormia ochracea in response to a standard

attractive cricket song (50 pulses/s) that was broadcast from the left speaker for 500ms, and then switched to the right speaker for the remaining 500ms of stimulus

presentation. (A) Plots of x and y values show a reconstructed virtual walking path. (B) Depicts total distance traveled as a function of time. Changes in x and y as a

function of time represent steering (C) and forward (D) velocities, respectively. Instantaneous angular headings (E) are derived from converting x and y values from the

cartesian plane to polar coordinates. Negative angular headings indicate turning to the left while positive angular headings indicate turning to the right. Red lines

represent the grand mean across 16 flies and shaded gray areas represent 95% confidence interval around the mean.

three features: angular orientation, total distance traveled, and
steering velocity.

Repeated responses for the same stimulus conditions were
averaged within individuals. Index values range from 0 to >1. A

phonotaxis performance index of 0 indicates poor performance,
1 indicates performance equivalent to responses to the standard
song, >1 indicates performance “better” than responses to the
standard song (e.g., higher steering velocity, longer distance). In
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other words, although the index is defined relative to responses
to the reference stimulus, it can nevertheless detect a stronger
preference for an alternative signal.

Data Analysis
The numbers of walking responses to the left speaker leading
or the right speaker leading were balanced to eliminate any
directional biases in broadcast locations. Responses to the right
speaker leading were reflected and combined with data in
response to the left speaker leading for the final data analysis.
Registered changes in x and/or y greater than a calibrated
distance of 1 cmwere considered valid phonotactic responses. All
data are reported as mean± sem unless otherwise specified.

The effects of song pulse rate on response latencies were
statistically analyzed with Friedman’s ANOVA as response
latencies violated the assumptions of normality and homogeneity
of variance. At present, there is no consensus on an inferential
statistical approach to analyze repeated measures circular data.

TABLE 1 | Response features ranked by mRMR feature selection analysis.

Response features Score

1. Steering velocity 0.453

2. Total distance 0.383

3. Angular heading 0.321

4. Peak forward velocity 0.288

5. Angular error 0.262

6. Forward velocity 0.203

7. Response latency 0.122

Rankings determined from responses obtained from Floridian O. ochracea (n = 16).

Despite violating the assumptions of independence and linearity,
some studies have applied linear repeated measures ANOVA
to analyze circular data (Mechsner et al., 2007). Here we
used a linear repeated measures ANOVA to analyze error
in angular orientation and Watson’s U2 Test to analyze
angular headings. All other response measures were analyzed
with repeated measures ANOVAs and Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected if assumptions of sphericity were violated. Bonferroni
adjustments were applied to post-hoc pairwise comparisons.
Statistical analyses were conducted in SPSS Statistics (ver. 19,
IBM Corporation, USA).

RESULTS

We first recorded walking responses from 16 Floridian O.
Ochracea. Experiments started and ended with testing responses
to the standard stimulus, and there was no evidence that flies
became less responsive over the course of the experiment.
Response latencies differed between speakers [F(1,15) = 7.24, P
= 0.017], and decreased significantly by the end of experiments
[F(1, 15) = 4.58, P = 0.05]. Flies initially responded with a mean
latency of 91.44 ± 13.20ms and 72.03 ± 9.16ms to the left and
right broadcast locations, respectively. By the end of experiments,
these response latencies decreased to 61.22 ± 5.25 and 53.52 ±

3.02ms for the left and right broadcast locations. At the start
of experiments, flies walked a mean distance of 7.26 ± 0.52 and
8.65 ± 0.68 cm to localize the left and right broadcast locations.
Total walking distances at the end of experiments were 8.58 ±

0.68 and 8.14± 0.54 cm for the left and right broadcast locations.
These total walking distances did not differ significantly between
broadcast locations [F(1, 15) = 1.46, P = 0.25] and did not change
between the start and end of experiments [F(1, 15) = 0.66, P

TABLE 2 | Evaluating candidate phonotaxis indices with mutual information analysis.

Candidate phonotaxis indices Quantity of

information

normalized

to equation 8

(bits)

1.Angular errormean = cosine

(

∣

∣

∣
Angular headingtest−Angular headingreference

∣

∣

∣

2

)

0.32

2. Forward velocitymean =
Forward velocitytest

Forward velocityreference
0.66

3.Steering velocitymean =
Steering velocitytest

Steering velocityreference
0.91

4. Forward velocitypeak =
Peak forward velocitytest

Peak forward velocityreference
0.44

5.Steering velocitypeak =
Peak forward velocitytest

Peak forward velocityreference
0.75

6. Total distance =
Total distancetest

Total distancereference
0.78

7. Top two features selected by mRMR:

Cosine
(

|Angular headingtest−Angular heading reference|
2

)

×

(

Total distancetest
Total distancereference

)

0.87

8. Top three features selected by mRMR:

Cosine
(

|Angular headingtest−Angular heading reference|
2

)

×

(

Steering velocitytest
Steering velocityreference

)

×

(

Total distancetest
Total distancereference

)

1.0

9. Top four features selected by mRMR:

Cosine
(

|Angular headingtest−Angular heading reference|
2

)

×

(

Steering velocitytest
Steering velocityreference

)

×

(

Total distancetest
Total distancereference

)

×

(

Peak forward velocitytest
Peak forward velocityreference

)

0.82
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= 0.43]. Taken together, these data suggest that motivation to
respond did not decrease over the duration of experiments.

Response Features to a Preferred Cricket
Song
Steering velocity indicates changes in x values as a function of
time and is depicted in Figure 2C. Shortly after stimulus onset
flies track the left speaker location with negative velocities that
peaked at −4.54 ± 0.31 cm/s. With a switch in the broadcast
location, steering velocities transitioned to positive values that
peaked at 3.48 ± 0.36 cm/s. Following stimulus offset, steering
velocities decreased rapidly toward baseline values. Forward
velocity indicates the speed of movement in the forward direction
and is plotted as changes in y values over time (Figure 2D).
Shortly following stimulus onset, forward velocity increased
to about 4 cm/s in response to the first broadcast location.
Immediately after the switch in broadcast location, forward
velocities were often elevated to beyond 5 cm/s. At the end of
stimulus presentation, forward velocities decreased briefly before
returning to higher velocities. The apparent decrease in response
after stimulus offset followed by a slight increase in activity across
several response features (cumulative distance, steering velocity,
forward velocity) confirmed that some flies only paused briefly
and then continued to walk for some time to search for the
source location.

Changes in x and y values can be transformed from
the Cartesian plane to polar coordinates and expressed as
instantaneous angular headings which indicate the angular
direction relative to the starting direction (0◦) (Figure 2E).
As flies turned left, instantaneous angular headings become
more negative and reached a peak mean angular heading of
−45.02 ± 2.80◦. Following the switch in broadcast location, flies
transitioned to positive angular headings (Figure 2E).

Quantifying Response Features as a
Function of Changes in Pulse Rates
We examined how different phonotaxis response features varied
as a function of song pulse rates. Response latencies did not
significantly differ for songs with different pulse rates (Friedman
Test: χ2 = 5.691, P= 0.770, n= 16, Figure 3A) but total walking
distance varied significantly with song pulse rates [F(3.20, 47.93)
= 37.21, P <0.001, Figure 3B]. Averaged across pulse rate
conditions, flies responded with a mean latency of 64 ± 2ms
and a mean total distance of 6.01± 0.46 cm. Walking distances
in response to the 60 pps song did not significantly differ from
responses to the 50 pps standard song.

Both steering and forward velocities varied systematically and
significantly with song pulse rates (steering velocity: F2.92,43.85
= 39.53, P < 0.001; forward velocity: F3.97, 59.57 = 21.60, P <

0.001, n = 16, Figures 4A,B). As pulse rates increased from 10
to 40 pps, mean steering velocities increased from 1.12 ± 0.07
to 2.04 ± 0.15 cm/s while forward velocities increased from 2.18
± 0.18 to 3.42 ± 0.26 cm/s. Mean steering velocity reached a
peak of 2.4 ± 0.18 cm/s at 50 pps while mean forward velocity
reached a peak of 3.90 ± 0.33 cm/s at 60 pps. Mean steering and
forward velocities were reduced in response to songs at higher

pulse rates (Figures 4A,B). To examine response differences to
the initial and subsequent broadcast locations, we calculated
mean steering and forward velocities across the first 500ms
(Figures 4C,E) of stimulus and across the remaining 500ms
of stimulus presentation separately (Figures 4D,F). There was
a significant main effect of the initial or subsequent broadcast
location on steering and forward velocities (steering velocity:
F1,15 = 89.54, P < 0.001; forward velocity: F1, 16 = 13.03, P =

0.03, n = 16). Steering and forward velocities were generally
higher in response to the initial source location (steering velocity:
3.37 ± 0.30 cm/s; forward velocity: 1.99 ± 0.13 cm/s) than
compared to the subsequent location (steering velocity: 2.67 ±

10.25 cm/s; forward velocity: 1.18± 0.08 cm/s) (steering velocity:
F1, 15 = 89.54, P < 0.001; forward velocity: F1, 15 = 13.03, P =

0.03, n= 16).
To determine the angular heading directed at each broadcast

location, angular headings were taken from instantaneous
angular headings (i.e., Figure 2E) at 250 and 750ms time
points. These time points correspond to the middle of stimulus
presentation for each broadcast location. Mean angular heading
depended on song pulse rate (Figures 5A,B). In response to song
presentation from the initial broadcast location, flies generally
localized a direction that approached the speaker location (left
speaker at −45◦). For a 50 pps song, flies turned with a mean
angular heading of −22.95 ± 2.06◦, which is significantly more
negative than responses to lower (10 pps: −10.66 ± 2.18◦ U2 =

0.256, P < 0.02, 20 pps: −13.94 ± 2.25◦ U2 = 0.185, P < 0.05)
and higher pulse rates (70 pps: −13.80 ± 2.05◦ U2 = 0.231, P
< 0.02, 80 pps: −13.43 ± 1.72◦ U2 = 0.344, P < 0.002, 90 pps:
−8.26 ± 2.98◦ U2 = 0.307, P < 0.005, 100 pps: U2 = 0.292, P
< 0.005). Mean angular headings in response to 40 (−21.26 ±

1.88◦) and 60 pps (−20.68 ± 1.55◦) did not significantly differ
from responses to the 50 pps song (50 vs. 40 pps: U2 = 0.099,
P >0.2, 50 vs. 60 pps: U2 = 0.084, P >0.2). For songs with less
preferred pulse rates, flies exhibited weaker steering responses
that resulted in mean angular headings that were closer to the
midline (Figure 5A). With a switch in the broadcast location,
flies exhibited slightly weaker steering responses with smaller
mean angular headings that were mostly directed in the forward
direction (Figure 5B). For a 50 pps song, flies turned with a mean
angular heading of 13.78 ± 2.29◦, which is significantly more
positive than responses to the most extreme pulse rates (50 vs. 10
pps: U2 = 0.226, P <0.05, 50 vs. 100 pps: U2 = 0.187, P <0.05).
However, there was a slightly higher tendency for flies to exhibit
more positive angular headings toward the subsequent speaker
location for songs near the preferred pulse rate.

Angular orientation error represents the angular difference
between the mean angular heading in response to the standard
song and test songs. The error in angular orientation to each
speaker location were taken at 250 (Figure 5C) and 750ms
(Figure 5D) time points during stimulus presentation. With a
switch in broadcast location, error in angular orientation was
significantly greater for re-orientation responses than for initial
localization responses [F(1, 13) = 13.25, P = 0.003]. Error in
angular orientation was significantly affected by song pulse-rate
[F(4.13,53.70) = 24.55, P < 0.001]. Pairwise comparisons reveal
that flies exhibited significantly greater orientation errors at less
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FIGURE 3 | Effects of song pulse rate on response latency and total walking distance. Box plots depict the first and third quartiles and median response latency (A)

and walking distance (B). Response latencies (A) do not vary with song pulse rate. However, total walking distance (B) varies with song pulse rate. Flies travel greater

distances for the most preferred pulse rates. Whiskers show the most data extreme points that are not considered outliers, and closed circles indicate outliers.

preferred pulse rates (10–40 and 60–100 pps, all Ps < 0.001.
There was also a significant interaction effect between pulse-
rate and presentation order [F(4.77, 61.96) = 6.04, P < 0.001]. Re-
orientation responses to non-preferred pulse-rates (10–40 pps
and 60–100) exhibited significantly greater angular orientation
error (Figure 5D).

Feature Selection and Deriving the
Phonotaxis Performance Index
We applied an information-theoretic feature selection analysis
(Peng et al., 2005) to objectively select response features to
incorporate in our novel phonotaxis performance index. Starting
with a list of seven response features, we used mRMR to
rank response features that maximize feature relevance while
minimizing feature redundancy. The output of the mRMR
analysis is presented in Table 1. This analysis ranked steering
velocity, total distance, and angular heading as top features
that significantly predicted pulse rate preference (Walker, 1993)
while minimizing correlation between features. These features
were incorporated in candidate phonotaxis performance indices
that compared responses to test songs relative to responses
to the reference 50 pps standard song (Table 2). We applied
a mutual information analysis to describe the amount of
information gained (in bits) about the known pulse rate
preference based on evaluating candidate phonotaxis indices
presented in Table 2. The outcome of this information analysis
is the following equation (Table 2, Equation 8) to quantify
phonotaxis performance:

Phonotaxis Index=

Cosine





∣

∣

∣
Angular headingtest song−Angular heading reference song

∣

∣

∣

2





×

(

Steering velocitytest

Steering velocityreference

)

×

(

Total distancetest

Total distancereference

)

Other candidate phonotaxis indices that include a greater
or lesser number of response features reduced the overall
information gained (Table 2).

Using the Phonotaxis Performance Index
to Capture Signal Preferences
In addition to the 16 Floridian O. ochracea, we also examined
pulse rate preferences in 16 Californian O. ochracea. We found
a significant main effect of pulse rate on the phonotaxis
performance index [F(9, 270) = 28.28, P < 0.001, n = 16;
Figures 6A,B]. However, neither the main effect of population
nor the interaction between pulse rate and population were
significant (population: F1, 30 = 1.42, P = 0.24, population ×

pulse rate: F9, 270 = 1.41, P =0.18). The phonotaxis performance
index increased gradually for pulse rates between 10 and 40
pps, reached a peak for pulse rates between 50 and 60 pps, and
decreased with further increases in song pulse rates. Pairwise
comparisons reveal that the 50 pps song resulted in significantly
higher index values than compared to all other pulse rates (all
Ps <0.05). Median index values were fitted with a smoothing
cubic spline to generate preference functions (Figure 6C). These
preference functions suggest that Californian O. ochracea exhibit
a slightly broader pulse rate preference function than compared
to Floridian O. ochracea.

DISCUSSION

Developing a Phonotaxis Performance
Index to Capture Signal Preferences
In this study, we document an approach (Figure 7) for
developing a novel method for quantifying taxis behavior, and
we use this method to describe pulse-rate preferences in two
populations of Ormia ochracea. First, this approach relies on
some understanding of signal preferences in nature (i.e., pulse
rate preference in Floridian O. ochracea established from field
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FIGURE 4 | Effects of song pulse rate on steering and forward velocities. (A) Flies steered to the left to track the initial 500ms of song broadcast. This was followed

by a steering response to the right to track the switch in broadcast location for the remaining 500ms of song. The magnitude of steering responses varied with song

pulse rate (colors). Steering to the initial broadcast location was less selective while steering to the subsequent location showed greater selectivity to songs with pulse

rates that range from 40 to 70 pps. In response to the initial broadcast location, flies exhibited an increase in forward velocity (B) that varied as a function of song

pulse rate. When the song was switched to the subsequent broadcast location, forward velocity continued to be elevated for the most preferred pulse rates (40–70

pps) but decreased for less preferred pulse rates. (C–F) Box plots depict the first and third quartiles and median steering (C,D) and forward velocity (E,F) values at

250 and 750ms time points in response the initial (C,E) and subsequent (D,F) broadcast locations as a function of song pulse rate. In response to the initial broadcast

location, mean steering velocity varied with pulse rate (C) while mean forward velocity did not vary with pulse rate (E). Flies exhibited greater selectivity in response to

the subsequent broadcast location. Steering (D) and forward (F) velocities reached peaked at the most preferred pulse rates. Whiskers in box plots show the most

data extreme points that are not considered outliers, and closed circles indicate outliers.
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FIGURE 5 | Effects of song pulse rate on mean angular heading and angular orientation error. Circular plots depict the angular headings in response to the initial

broadcast location 250ms into stimulus presentation (A) and to the subsequent broadcast location 750ms into stimulus presentation (B). Dots around the circular

plots are mean angular responses in degrees from a single fly to a particular pulse rate (colors). Arrows indicate the grand mean across 16 flies for a particular pulse

rate. Initial angular headings vary as a function of song pulse rate. These initial angular headings are generally larger (more negative) and approach the initial broadcast

location. Angular headings in response to the subsequent broadcast location are generally more forward directed except for responses to the most preferred pulse

rates. These responses exhibit positive angular headings toward the subsequent broadcast location. Box plots depict the first and third quartiles and median angular

orientation error in response to the initial (C) and subsequent (D) broadcast locations. Flies exhibit greater orientation error for songs with less preferred pulse rates

and these errors are elevated in response to the subsequent broadcast location. Whiskers show the most data extreme points that are not considered outliers, and

closed circles indicate outliers.

experiments) or a predicted salient signal value (i.e., a pulse
rate of 70 pps based on the calling song of host crickets
parasitized by Californian O. ochracea) of a specific signal
parameter. Next, response variation to different test signal values
are measured relative to reference responses to a salient signal.
In our experiments, we examined pulse-rate preferences during
walking phonotaxis with an assay that measured the ability
of animals to track a switch in the broadcast location for
songs that varied in pulse rates. Using the spherical treadmill
system, we measured how a range of response parameters (i.e.,
latency, walking distance, peak and mean steering velocities,
and etc.) varied with pulse rate. This was followed by a feature
selection analysis to select response features that best predict a
known signal preference.We appliedmRMR tomaximizemutual
information while minimizing redundancy of selected features to
predict the known pulse rate preference.

In Floridian O. ochracea, all these response features varied
significantly to changes in song pulse rates. Walking distance
increased for pulse rates between 10 and 30 pps, reached a
level of saturation from 40 to 70 pps, and decreased with
further increases in pulse rate. Similar trends were observed for
steering and forward velocities, especially during re-orientation
responses to the subsequent broadcast location. Mean angular
heading to the initial broadcast location was less selective as flies
oriented to a direction that approached the broadcast location
for a broad range of pulse rates. Re-orientation responses,
however, were more selective and flies most accurately localized
the song broadcast following a switch in source location for
pulse rates between 40 and 70 pps. Flies steered to track
the switch in broadcast location with the smallest orientation
error, for this same range of pulse rates when test responses
were compared to those of the standard 50 pps song of G.
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FIGURE 6 | Effects of song pulse rate on the phonotaxis performance index.

Box plots depict the first and third quartiles and median phonotaxis index

values obtained from Floridian (A) and Californian (B) Ormia ochracea. (C) A

smoothing cubic spline was fitted to median phonotaxis index values to

generate pulse rate preference functions. Whiskers show the most data

extreme points that are not considered outliers, and closed circles indicate

outliers.

rubens. Above and below the 40–70 pps range, mean steering
velocity decreased while orientation error increased. Taken
together, the reduced list of features included distance, mean
steering velocity and error in angular orientation. These features
were suited for inclusion in our novel phonotaxis performance
index that compares responses to test signals relative to a
reference signal. Based on this index, O. ochracea expressed a
clear preference function, centered on a pulse rate matching
the song of the preferred host for the Florida population,
and consistent with results from flying phonotaxis studies
(Walker, 1993).

We applied our phonotaxis performance index to examine
pulse rate preference in CalifornianOrmia ochracea. Our analysis
revealed that Floridian and Californian O. ochracea exhibit
similar pulse rate preferences. While the pulse rate preference
function of FloridianO. ochracea is sharply “tuned” to 50 pps, the
preference function of CalifornianO. ochracea appear to be more
broadly centered around pulse rates that range from 40 to 70 pps
(Figure 6C). We suggest that this subtle difference in selectivity
may relate to differences in the number of potential host cricket
species that each population utilizes for reproduction. Floridian,
O. ochracea is known to mainly parasitize the southeastern field
cricket Gryllus rubens (Walker, 1986; Walker and Wineriter,
1991; Gray et al., 2007), a species that produces a trilling calling
song with a pulse rate of ∼50 pps. In California, O. ochracea
rely on the variable field cricket Gryllus lineaticeps as their
preferred host, which produces chirps consisting of ∼8 sound
pulses produced at ∼67 pps. However, Californian O. ochracea
may also utilize the western stutter-trilling cricket Gryllus integer
and the long-chirp field cricket Gryllus multipulsator as potential
host species (Weissman et al., 2009; Paur and Gray, 2011b).
Gryllus integer produces trills with brief gaps separating groups
of ∼3 sound pulses at a pulse rate of ∼70–90 pps while G.
multipulsator produces long chirps with a pulse rate of ∼78
pps (Weissman et al., 2009). Broader pulse rate selectivity
may allow Californian O. ochracea to potentially exploit a
greater number of host species for the development of their
larval young.

Field experiments clearly demonstrate differences in host
cricket preferences between Floridian and Californian O.
ochracea (Gray et al., 2007). While the carrier frequency of
field cricket calling songs are generally similar, the temporal
patterning of sound pulses is species-specific (Gerhardt and
Huber, 2002). In addition to differences in pulse rates, cricket
songs also differ in the fine scale temporal structure of sound
pulses (i.e., pulse durations and the interval between pulses)
and larger scale temporal organization of sound pulses into
chirps and gaps between and within trills (Hedwig, 2014). In
the current experiments, we examined pulse rate preferences
in test songs by manipulating pulse durations and intervals by
equal amounts to maintain a 50% duty cycle. These experiments
were not designed to examine signal selectivity based on
differences in the duration of sound pulses, the interval between
sound pulses, and the larger temporal organization of sound
pulses into songs. Future experiments should directly test for
specific temporal features that underlie song preferences in
the field.
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FIGURE 7 | Approach for developing a phonotaxis performance index. Developing a phonotaxis performance index to address a specific question (A) with some

knowledge of salient signal values of a particular signal feature (B) to serve as a reference for comparison. (C) Behavioral responses are measured in response to

varying signal values. This is followed by a feature selection approach to narrow down the list of response features that predict natural signal preferences. (D) These

response features are incorporated into a performance index that compares responses to test signals relative to a reference response. aMean pulse rate reported in

Wagner and Reiser (2000). Measures of variance not reported.

Advantages and Limitations of the
Phonotaxis Performance Index
We have demonstrated that our approach for developing a
sensitive phonotaxis performance index can be applied to
examine signal preferences exhibited during walking phonotaxis.
No-choice paradigms were thought to provide little information
regarding song preferences because animals tend to respond with
less discrimination when presented without choice (Doherty,
1985; Wagner, 1998). Consistent with Bush and colleagues (Bush
et al., 2002), we argue that no-choice paradigms can provide
additive information in studying song recognition and signal
preferences. In no-choice experiments, Bush et al. calculated a
phonotaxis index based on measuring the ratio of response time
to reach the source location for a control advertisement call

compared to alternative advertisement calls (Bush et al., 2002).
This index revealed variation in response timing to changes in
pulse rates that facilitate call recognition in two closely related
species of treefrogs (Hyla chrysoscelis and Hyla versicolor). By
using a carefully selected phonotaxis task (tracking a switch

in source location), our study demonstrates the opportunity to
measure variation in tracking performance that is indicative

of signal preferences. This preference is quantified using a

composite performance index that consists of the most predictive
response parameters that results in a heightened sensitivity for

detecting a pulse rate preference.
By definition, an index of behavioral performance must be

designed to measure task-relevant variability in the behavioral
responses. The task, therefore, is to determine which variables
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best represent the behavior in question. Previously developed
phonotaxis performance indices characterized response variation
underlying song recognition in orthopteran insects (Schul, 1998)
and anurans (Bush et al., 2002). Sound localization behavior in
orthopterans and anurans is characterized by turning responses
to lateral sound sources resulting in a walking path meandering
around a direct route to the source location. Lateralization,
because it requires corrective turns to reorient to the source
location, causes large variation in the directedness of walking
paths, greater total walking distances required to arrive at
a source, and increased time required to locate a sound
source (Murphey, 1972; Rheinlaender et al., 1979; Gerhardt
and Rheinlaender, 1980; Rheinlaender and Blatgen, 1982). In
contrast, O. ochracea precisely follow a direct walking path
in phonotaxis and this renders previous phonotaxis indices
unsuitable for quantifying walking phonotaxis in O. ochracea.
Turns in our study were elicited by requiring flies to track a shift
in source location, and steering velocity was a salient response
parameter. This may also be the case in other systems, where
some measures of phonotaxis have focused on path sinuosity,
rather than turning dynamics.

In principle, our approach could also be applied to quantify
signal preferences during flight. Flying phonotaxis has been
studied in O. ochracea using a tethered flight paradigm (Rosen
et al., 2009). Similarly to crickets, flies adopt steering maneuvers
toward stimuli with the temporal pattern and frequency
content of cricket calling songs (∼4.5 kHz), but steer away
from stimuli with ultrasonic frequencies (>20 kHz) that are
characteristic of bat sonar (Wyttenbach et al., 1996; Rosen et al.,
2009). Developing an index to quantify performance in flying
phonotaxis would likely involve measuring response latencies
and the magnitude of steering maneuvers to (or away from)
the source location. In flies and crickets, there appears to be
a sharp boundary between two categories along a frequency
continuum that distinguishes an attractive cricket host from
the echolocation calls of insectivorous bats (Wyttenbach et al.,
1996). This frequency based categorical perception of cricket
calling songs and bat vocalizations is similar to the human
auditory perception of phoneme boundaries that separate /pa/
and /ba/ involved in speech comprehension (Liberman et al.,
1957). We expect that our approach can also be applied to other
psychoacoustic studies that probe similar perceptual phenomena
involved in auditory grouping and sound source segregation.

Walker (1993) documented a pulse rate preference in
Floridian O. ochracea expressed during flying phonotaxis in
response to synthetic cricket songs that varied in pulse rates.
By measuring capture rates with an array of sound traps
that presented different pulse rate songs, Walker found that
highest capture rates occurred at the sound trap presenting the
standard 45 pps song. Plotting the proportion of flies captured
as a function of pulse rate resulted in a preference function
with a “bell-shaped curve” centered between 45 and 50 pps
(Figure 4B in Walker, 1993). We validated our approach by
using identical stimuli in the current study so that pulse rate
preferences during walking phonotaxis in the laboratory would
be directly comparable to field results. Our results yield a
similar preference function for walking phonotaxis, and provide
a tractable approach for measuring other dimensions of song

preferences and signal features that may be evaluated for song
recognition (e.g., pulse duration, duty cycle, etc.).

Given that different populations of O. ochracea are locally
adapted to parasitize different host cricket species (Gray et al.,
2007), our index will also provide a unique opportunity to
investigate whether these populations evaluate the same or
different signal features for song recognition. Short-term learning
of species-specific song patterns based on acoustic experience has
been documented in Californian O. ochracea and this suggests
that the song recognition “template” is malleable to some degree
(Paur and Gray, 2011a). Our index can be applied to further
examine how learning andmemory can shape host choice among
different populations and to characterize the extent of learning
specific signal features that may limit host switching.

We expect that the current phonotaxis performance index
will be directly applicable for quantifying behavior in other
acoustically orienting parasitoid flies that eavesdrop on the
communication signals of orthopterans or hymenopterans
(Lehmann, 2003; Lakes-Harlan and Lehmann, 2015). Some
flies in the tribes Orminii and Emblemasomatini (Lakes-
Harlan and Lehmann, 2015), making up ∼68 species of
acoustically orienting parasitoids, have evolved to eavesdrop
on the communication signals of a range of host species with
signals that differ in spectral and temporal features (Lehmann,
2003). Some of these flies include tachinids such as: Ormia
depletea that parasitize mole crickets (Scapteriscus spp.) (Fowler,
1987; Parkman et al., 1996), Ormia linefrons, Homotrixa alleni,
and Therobia leonidei that parasitize various katydid species
(Burk, 1982; Allen, 1995; Shapiro, 1995; Lehmann, 2003) and
sarcophagids (i.e., Emblemasoma auditrix) that parasitize cicadas
(Schniederkotter and Lakes-Harlan, 2004). The evolution of
convergent signal preferences between some eavesdroppers and
intended receivers (Wagner, 1996; Bernal, 2006; Aihara et al.,
2016) suggests that they are solving similar sensory problems:
detecting, recognizing, and localizing common communication
signals. However, signalers and eavesdroppers likely accomplish
these sensory processing tasks with different peripheral and
central nervous systems. Applying our phonotaxis performance
index along with a phylogenetic approach to investigate signal
preferences among eavesdroppers can provide important insights
into the diversity of sensory strategies that shape the evolution of
host choice.

Although not explicitly tested in this current study, we believe
that our approach for developing a phonotaxis performance
index is general and should be applicable for measuring stimulus-
evoked locomotor behavior in other animals. However, the
current index was specifically developed to capture response
variation in the relatively more direct phonotactic responses of
O. ochracea. Consequently, our index may only be applicable
for measuring behavior in O. ochracea and in other acoustically
orienting parasitoid flies.

Avoiding Parasitism From Eavesdropping
Acoustic Parasitoid Flies
Crickets parasitized by O. ochracea experience almost certain
death (Adamo et al., 1995). This strong selective pressure
imposed by O. ochracea has the potential to drive the evolution
of sensory strategies that prey can take to avoid parasitism
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(Zuk and Kolluru, 1998). In one striking example, males of
the Polynesian field cricket Teleogryllus oceanicus has lost the
ability to produce calling songs to attract potential mates. This
strong selective pressure imposed by O. ochracea has led to the
proliferation of a single-gene wing mutation in T. oceanicus
to occur on several of the Hawaiian Islands (Zuk et al., 2006;
Tinghitella, 2007; Pascoal et al., 2014). Males exhibiting this
mutation are mute and lack the necessary wing morphology
to produce calling songs despite trying to do so (Zuk et al.,
2006; Tinghitella, 2007; Schneider Will et al., 2018). However,
this adaptive response to evade natural selection imposed by
O. ochracea is balanced by sexual selection that favors the
production of calling songs (Tanner et al., 2019) as female
crickets discriminate strongly against males that cannot produce
calling songs (Bailey and Zuk, 2008; Tinghitella and Zuk, 2009).
Crickets with this deficit pay a fitness cost and must rely on
alternative mating tactics (i.e., satellite behavior) for reproductive
success (Kolluru et al., 2002; Tanner et al., 2019). Whether
normal-winged crickets can directly avoid parasitism from O.
ochracea by altering spectral or temporal characteristics (i.e.,
pulse durations, interpulse intervals, and pulse rate) of their
calling songs remains unknown.

Crickets can avoid parasitism by signaling during periods of
low parasitoid activity (Cade et al., 1996; Vélez and Brockmann,
2006), or by producing calling songs that are shorter and
less conspicuous (Lehmann and Heller, 1998). However, the
effectiveness of interrupted calling may be limited as some
parasitoids can estimate host location while in flight and land
within centimeters of an attractive sound source (Müller and
Robert, 2001, 2002). Alternatively, signalers may adopt the
strategy of communicating in a chorus as this can lower the
risk of any one individual from being parasitized, or it may
confuse eavesdroppers of signaler location (Goodale et al., 2019).
Synchronized signaling or the presence of masking noise can lead
to the perception of a “phantom” sound source location that does
not correspond to the actual signaler location (Lee et al., 2009; Lee
and Mason, 2017), but O. ochracea can also exploit small time
differences between signalers via the precedence effect to locate
host crickets (Lee et al., 2009).

Finally, we stress that the effectiveness of behavioral strategies
or signal design to avoid parasitism can be evaluated by
performing psychoacoustic experiments that measure sensory
perception in eavesdroppers. We describe a rigorous approach to
developing ameasure to quantify signal selectivity. This approach
can be generalized to study locomotor responses in acoustically
orienting eavesdroppers and the specific index that we present
here can be applied across parasitoid flies to investigate sensory
strategies that orthopteran and hymenopteran victims can take to
avoid parasitism.
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